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Dr Bike in Cambridge’s Millennium
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available from Stuart Bell � (01480)
388387 and on the Internet: http://
www.huntsdc.gov.uk/
cyclingstrategymay.pdf

Cambridgeshire Police Authority has
invited the Campaign to join a
consultation event, all day on Tuesday 5
September at the Grafton Centre. This
will, they say, be an important
contribution to local policing policies for
the coming year.

The East Anglian Ambulance NHS Trust
has started a trial cycling paramedic
scheme in
Norwich. If it’s
successful,
Cambridge may
get a similar
scheme. In our
congested city, a
cyclist may be
able to reach
many emergencies
faster than an
ambulance.

Clare Macrae

Cambridgeshire County Council is one of
11 local authorities who have successfully
applied to become part of the CTC’s
Benchmarking Best Practice project.
The project aims to encourage best
practice and best value for cycling
provision throughout the UK. From our
perspective, the Council’s bid to
participate is very good news indeed.

The CTC has also launched the
CycleSafe initiative to promote far greater
safety for cyclists, to highlight their needs
and to encourage more cycling. The first
outcome of CycleSafe is an excellent
document entitled Delivering Safer Roads
– Managing the interaction between
cycles and lorries. The next two
documents will be Destination CycleSafe
which is a set of general principles for
Local Authorities to adopt, and CycleSafe
Framework which provides information on
improving cycle safety. The CTC is
seeking donations to help support the
initiative. � (01483) 417217 – http://
www.cyclesafe.org.uk/

Huntingdonshire District Council has
published the Huntingdonshire Cycling
Strategy. The 8-page document is

If you like what you see in this
newsletter, you can add your voice to
those of our other 650 members, and join
the Campaign.

Membership costs are low: £7.50
individual, £3.50 unwaged, £12
household. For this, you get six
newsletters a year, discounts at a large
number of bike shops, and optional
third-party liability insurance. Please get
in touch if you want to hear more.

Cambridge Cycling Campaign was set up
in 1995 to voice the concerns of cyclists.
We are not a cycling club but an
organisation lobbying and campaigning
for the rights of cyclists, and promoting
cycling in and around Cambridge.

Our regular stall on Saturdays outside
the Guildhall is the public face of the
campaign; volunteers are always
welcome to help. And don’t forget our
meetings, open to all, on the first
Tuesday of each month, 7.30 for 8.00
pm at the Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus
Lane, Cambridge.
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I have recently represented Cambridge Cycling Campaign at several meetings of the
Health for Cambridgeshire initiative. This is a partnership of organisations working to
promote cycling and to reduce cycle casualties.

Initially, work is being concentrated on a replacement for the annual October ‘Cyclists
Beware, Beware Cyclists’ campaign. It has been accepted for some time that this
message has become a bit tired and ineffective.

We certainly welcome the emphasis on the promotion of both cycling and safer
cycling, and would favour messages such as: cycle assertively, obey the law, do not
get stuck down the left hand side of long vehicles. But I also see the Cycling
Campaign’s role as insisting that other factors affecting cycle casualties, such as driver
behaviour, enforcement or engineering, are not forgotten.

The current plan is to work on promotion this year, then to run a workshop in February,
on cycle casualty reduction. This will be based on up-to-date research and statistics,
and will include a landmark debate on cycle helmet promotion and effectiveness (or
otherwise).

In the meantime, the County Council’s Road Safety department will once again be
getting a local shop to sell helmets, locks and lights to students at the annual
‘Freshers’ Fair.’ We have asked them to specify a minimum standard of helmet,
following concerns last October about the quality of the helmets supplied.

Meanwhile, following changes in the way that health care services are organised and
provided locally, Cambridge’s Primary Care Group (‘PCG’) is also keen to reduce
cycle casualties – and improve public health – by promoting cycling. We hope to find
out more at a meeting with Mike Knapton, the Chairman of the Cambridge City PCG,
later this summer.

Clare Macrae
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SATURDAY STALL
za cycling information point for all

za place to meet other Campaign members

zan important source of feedback on cycling
issues from many types of cyclists

za free advert which generates many new
members

--STALL FACTS--
z every Saturday we need six volunteers to help for just

one hour each between 10 am and 1 pm

z our regular stall volunteers agree that it’s fun

z there’s no Stall if it’s raining

z the more volunteers we have, the less often we each
need to help out

//Without more regular volunteers, the stall//
//will not be able to continue its important//

//work//

WHY NOT COME ALONG & SEE
HOW EASY -- AND FUN IT IS!

Contact Sarah Elsegood sae22@cam.ac.uk � 366152

&RQWHQWV

2 Promoting Safer Cycling – or
Cycle Safety
Cycling shorts: benchmarking,
CycleSafe, Hunts Cycling
Strategy, police consultation,
and cycling paramedic

3 Stall

4 Bikes and trains news
5 Urgent lobby for bikes on trains

6 Campaigning update: Cambs
cycling and walking strategy,
Grand Arcade, the Tins, cycle
parking for Park and Ride

8 Park and ride – sustainable
transport or white elephant?

9 Hardwick Cycling Campaign

10 Did you have fun, get fit and feel
free? A report on the Cambridge
(Millennium) Festival of Cycling

14 Farmers’ market study
Language of safety: language
students

15 Making life easier... (8) Clean
and lubricate your chain.
Another in David Green’s
maintenance series

16 Everyday shopping by bike: do
you?

17 Web Watch
Female Cycle Trainers needed
Grand opening of the Green
Wheel

18 Fame at last! Douglas de Lacey
sends a postcard
Ten years to waste: national
transport plan

19 Campaign diary

20 Your streets this month

Letters to the editor and
advertisements are always welcome.
Small ads on cycling matters are free
to members of the Campaign. Other
small ads are 10p/word.
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Correction: in the article on one-way
streets in Newsletter 30, I implied that

Cockburn Street was already two-way for
bikes. I mixed my streets up, and should
have said Stockwell Street. Sorry for any

confusion. DJE
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how you can
have your say in
this process.

There will be a
meeting to
discuss the details of our wish-list for the new franchises on
Monday 7 August at 7.30 pm, in the Friends’ Meeting House,
Jesus Lane. Please do come along, or let us know what you
think should be included.

Back to Cambridge right now… we understand that the free
bike-hire scheme has been very popular (perhaps not
surprising, considering the number of cyclists affected by the
ban) and so there has been a waiting list for free bikes. We
have been told that WAGN are working to solve this as a high
priority.

I had hoped to be able to give more concrete news of the
consequences of our meeting with WAGN by now, but we are
still hopeful of news in the not too distant future.

Clare Macrae

As reported last time, WAGN’s new
morning peak-hour bike ban came into
effect on Tuesday 30 May.

Early in June, three Campaign members
met with John Sarson and Gary Willey of
WAGN, Councillor Shona Johnstone and
Alan Browning of the County Council, and
Kevin Dunseath of D.Tek, to try to identify
solutions to the problems caused by the
ban.

It felt to me like a positive and
encouraging meeting. There was much
discussion about the need for more
secure cycle parking at rural stations,
supply of more accurate information, and
influencing of future franchises. Kevin
Dunseath was there to promote folding
bikes, which are certainly a part of the
solution for some people. We agreed to
meet again to talk about longer term
issues, like actually making space for
bikes on trains.

Since the meeting, the Shadow Strategic
Rail Authority (SSRA) has announced that
a number of short-term rail franchises are
being ended early, to be replaced by
much longer franchises, so that rail
companies can plan for real investment.
(For more on the SSRA and franchises,
see Urgent lobby for bikes on trains.)

WAGN (or its owner, Prism) is one of the
companies that has surrendered some
routes early (Kings Lynn to Kings Cross,
and Peterborough to Kings Cross), to
allow the SSRA to seek bids for a new
integrated set of routes known as
Thameslink 2000. The SSRA says, ‘The
Thameslink 2000 franchise will enable
passengers in Cambridge and Bedford to
reach the heart of the City, South London,
Gatwick Airport, the Sussex Coast and
Kent, without changing trains or

transferring to Underground or bus to
cross London.’

What this means to Cambridge cyclists in
the long term (if the current Thameslink
2000 public inquiry goes smoothly) is
that, in several years time, we can expect
to see around £800 million invested into
the network, including significant
lengthening of short platforms, and major
increases in capacity.

What this means to Cambridge cyclists in
the short term is that WAGN are now
making investment decisions based on 9
months’ return, instead of roughly 3
years. We might have predicted that
WAGN staff would therefore not be
interested in discussing any local
improvements. However, to their credit,
they have assured us that they will
continue to work on infrastructure
improvements.

The SSRA will very soon be deciding on
the terms and conditions of the new
Thameslink 2000 franchise – which will
determine provision for cyclists in this
area for something like the next 20 years!
Please read the article opposite to find out
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Brompton (makers of folding bikes) have
sponsored this leaflet about ‘Cycling by
train’. Although very useful, it highlights
the absurd complexity of the current rail
system for cyclists. Copies are available
from Cambridge station. (The leaflet was
already out of date by the time it reached
Cambridge, as it doesn’t include the new

WAGN ban!)

Human-powered advertisement seen recently on East Road
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Have you ever wanted to take your bike on the train, but were
told that there was no space for it? The only way to guarantee
that sufficient numbers of cycles will be carried on every train is
to have it written into the train operators’ franchise agreements.
The franchise agreements are contracts between the train
companies and the government that stipulate the services that
train operators have to provide. The agency responsible for the
franchise agreements is the Shadow Strategic Rail Authority
(SSRA) http://www.sra.gov.uk/

The point at which changes can be introduced is when new
franchise agreements are made either with present train
operators or with new operators. WAGN, run by Prism Railways,
are now giving up their franchises for the lines from Kings Lynn
to Kings Cross via Cambridge and from Peterborough to London
(which does not go via Cambridge). The SSRA are currently
negotiating new franchise agreements for these lines. We need
to lobby vigorously now for adequate cycle provision in these
agreements. They must state that bikes should be carried on
every train, not just during non-peak hours. Instead of specifying
absolute numbers of bikes to be carried, they must specify the
number of bikes per carriage, so that longer trains carry more
bicycles.

The best way to get better franchise agreements with proper
cycle provision is to write to your MP at The House of
Commons, London SW1A 0AA to request that she lobbies for
such changes. (To find out the name of your MP, see http://
www.parliament.uk/commons/lib/almsad.htm.htm.)

You can contact the SSRA directly by writing to:

The Secretariat
SSRA
55 Victoria Street
London SW1H 0UE

Alternatively, complete their feedback form at http://
www.sra.gov.uk/Feedback/feedback_Default.htm.

You may find the text in the Box useful in composing your letter
or email.

Myra Van Inwegen

Many cyclists have, at one time or another, wanted to take their
bikes with them on the train, only to find that they are not
allowed on the train they wanted to use.

We ask that urgent attention be given to proper provision for
bikes on trains in the new franchise agreements currently being
negotiated by the Shadow Strategic Rail Authority for the lines
from Kings Lynn to Kings Cross (via Cambridge), from
Peterborough to Kings Cross and in all new franchise
agreements for trains in East Anglia.

It is all too common for train companies to ban bicycles from
trains at certain times of the day, or severely to limit the
number of bikes allowed to as few as two bikes per train. It is
important to be able to take bikes on all trains. If we want to cut
down on car usage, the main options are walking, cycling, or
public transport. Walking only makes sense for very short
journeys, and local public transport is inadequate in many
cities. Thus often the only logical way to make a car-free
journey is with a bike. However, many people do not have the
time or fitness to be able to cycle from where they live to their
final destination. Taking a bike on the train can enable much
longer car-free journeys.

The need to take bikes on trains is greatest during peak travel
times, since this is when most people travel to work. However,
this is exactly the time when bikes are most likely to be banned.
Train companies argue that they need the space for people at
these times, and that bikes cause a safety hazard when they
are carried in doorways in crowded trains. There are
straightforward solutions to these problems: more trains at
peak times, more carriages per train, guards vans, or dedicated
cycle carrying spaces. Or, if vestibules inside the sliding doors
are widened slightly (to 1.8 metres), bikes could be carried
safely in the offside unused doorways even on crowded trains.
There is no reason to ban bikes at any time of day provided
that the franchises specify sufficient capacity for passengers,
luggage and cycles.

We would like minimum requirements for carriage of bikes on
every train to be put in the franchise agreements. Instead of
specifying absolute numbers of bikes to be carried, the
requirements should specify the number of bikes per carriage.
Then, longer trains will carry more bicycles, and the number of
available cycle spaces will scale in proportion to the number of
people carried. These bikes don’t need to be carried dispersed
throughout the train: a guards van would be one acceptable
way of carrying the bikes, as long as the appropriate number of
bikes can be accommodated. We feel that a minimum
acceptable number of bikes would be four per carriage.

The franchises should, we believe, require that bicycles be
carried freely at all times without prior booking in exactly the
same way as passengers, pushchairs, luggage, etc are carried
at all times without any necessity to book in advance. The
current unsatisfactory situation deters many cyclists from using
trains and adds to the traffic congestion on the roads. Proper
provision for bikes on trains is an essential component of an
integrated transport system.

The need for proper provision is particularly acute and urgent
for all trains to and from Cambridge where cycle usage is
higher than anywhere else in the UK and where road traffic
congestion is almost the worst in the UK.

����� �	��� �	� ����� 	� ������
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Early in June the County Council consulted cycling and walking
groups on a draft of the proposed county Cycling and Walking
Strategy. The document was in outline form, as a list of bullet
points. This proved to be a rather efficient process, as there was
a smaller volume of text to read and we could respond at an
earlier stage.

We welcomed much of the document. It contains an excellent
list of Cycling Actions which brought together many issues that
have not been addressed in County policy previously.

For example, the draft section entitled ‘Route Improvements’
says the County will:

z establish a programme of route improvements prioritised by
reference to the route hierarchy, the local area strategies,
the existing prioritisation scoring system and District cycling
strategies such as the Huntingdonshire Cycling Strategy
(years 1–5)

z establish the key physical barriers to cyclists within the
County (e.g. large roundabouts, rivers or railways) and
develop a long-term programme for overcoming them (years
3–5)

z identify the traffic signals which do not have facilities for
cyclists and develop a strategy for introducing them (year 1)

On cycle parking, the document proposes to establish a ‘match
funding’ budget to encourage employers to provide appropriate
facilities.

Our main criticism was that it still tends to focus on specific
facilities, rather neglecting cycle-friendly road design and traffic
restraint. Facilities are valuable (when constructed adequately),
but there are many places where facilities could never be
provided, and there will never be enough money for
comprehensive coverage.

So there is a need for much greater emphasis on the general
road environment. Ordinary roads need to be cycle friendly, safe
and convenient – as many already are.

We were at pains to emphasise that we were not saying ‘we are
fast cyclists and therefore don’t want to consider anything but
roads’, but we did say that every cyclist has to use the road
network for much of the time, and that policies for safe,
convenient cycling cannot ignore this.

In this we echoed section 4.2 of the National Cycling Strategy,
‘Objective – A Cycle Friendly Road Network’:

Most cycling takes place on the road and this will continue
to be the case. So it is essential that the road network is
made suitable for cycling. Segregated cycle routes and
networks will play an important role in some areas, but
they will be of limited use if cyclists are unable to use
ordinary roads freely.

The proposed ‘vision’ of the strategy is:

To encourage cycling and walking as attractive
alternatives to the private car and as enjoyable and
healthy activities in their own right.

We supported the vision to encourage cycling, but we asked that
it should also recognise existing cycling and that the vision be
changed to begin ‘To maintain and encourage...’

��
������ ������
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We have recently formally objected to extended parking in
Regent Terrace, and produced some postcards to hand to

regular users for them to object too. As a major cycle route, but
otherwise a dead-end street, morning peak congestion like this is

unacceptable.

Coldham's Lane bridge is certainly one kind of barrier to cycling

¶HYHU\ F\FOLVW KDV WR XVH WKH
URDG QHWZRUN IRU PXFK RI WKH

WLPH·
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The document we saw is a draft proposal and not yet Council
policy, so we eagerly await the next version. Quite a number of
the good statements in the previous Cambridgeshire Cycling
Strategy were never implemented. However, the climate has
changed in recent years and we hope we can look forward to
increases in funding and staffing levels to bring about real
progress in the implementation of this strategy.

*UDQG $UFDGH
At the end of May we met with the developers of the Grand
Arcade scheme to swap ideas about the design and
management of the underground cycle park (see Newsletter 29).
We covered issues such as cycle stand design (and the need to
lock frames to immovable objects), opening hours (the longer,
the better), swipe-card access for regular users, charges, and
lessons from European cycle centres. The start of construction
is still a long way off, but we were pleased to be consulted at
such an early stage.

7KH 7LQV
There is a proposal to build a sports centre and some
warehousing on land at the disused quarry site between
Cambridge and Cherry Hinton – otherwise known as The Tins.

As part of the works, the developers would improve the quality
of the path across the quarry. This is a major cycle route
providing a valuable short cut, so improvements to this are
welcome. There are two blind corners on this route – at the
approaches to the railway bridge (see Newsletter 20, When is a
collision not a collision?) – which the developers would pay to
have removed.

In May we responded to the developer’s request for feedback.
They were particularly looking for ideas on how to minimise the
impact of construction on cyclists without adversely affecting the
environmentally valuable area nearest to the railway line.

We broadly supported the proposals for the improvement in the
quality of cycle provision they would bring, but we had some
detailed objections, such as the loss of continuity on the cycle
route, and the proposed introduction of a left-turn lane on
Coldham’s Lane.

We suggested that the alternative route during construction
could be built as a boardwalk. This would reduce the
environmental impact, and could even be left as a permanent

feature of the site. It would need to be surfaced with a material
that would not become slippery when wet.

&\FOH SDUNLQJ DQG 3DUN DQG 5LGH
MRXUQH\V
In June 1999 we reported on cycle parking provision at various
Park and Ride sites, mainly lockers and the need for
management.

We revisited the issue recently when a local councillor reported
that a family from Cherry Hinton had cycled to the Newmarket
Road Park and
Ride site, only
to find that
there were no
cycle stands.
We also heard
from a Great
Shelford family
who cycle to
the Babraham
Road site to
get the bus in
to town. They
report that the
Babraham
Road cycle
stands are
often full at
weekends.

For
households
with young
children who
cannot cycle
all the way into
Cambridge,
this mixing of
cycle and bus
journeys offers
valuable flexibility.

A more secure solution must be found for commuters needing
overnight bicycle parking. The next Park and Ride site will be in
Trumpington (assuming it gets planning permission), and the
County Council tells us:

a large enclosed cycle hut with rings will now be built
adjoining the end of the building at Trumpington. It is
planned that the hut will have some type of swipe card
entrance with a camera and automatic light which will alert
the site attendant as people go in and out of the hut; there
will also be a camera covering that area.

This certainly looks like a cost-effective way of reducing theft
and vandalism – though it does require trust between users. We
are currently trying to find similar examples elsewhere in the UK,
and also to find out whether cycle insurance schemes would
cover such arrangements.

If any readers have experience of similar solutions elsewhere,
we’d be very pleased to hear from them.

And finally, although there is scope for improvement, at least the
need for cycle parking at Park and Ride sites is recognised.
There is also a need to improve cycle parking at other key bus
stops – of which Drummer Street station is surely a prime
candidate.

Clare Macrae

&DPSDLJQLQJ

The Tins path
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As part of my Geography BA dissertation at Cambridge
University, I had to submit a dissertation of 10,000 words on a
subject of my choice within geography. I chose to research
Cambridge’s park and ride system, and specifically whether it is
environmentally sustainable. A number of people suggested that
I write a brief article about my work for the newsletter, as park
and ride financially and politically dominates the Cambridge
transport system to some extent.

In the last five years or so, there has been much debate
academically about the effects of park and ride nationally, in
terms of the environment, travel patterns, and on town centre
economies; in particular, whether park and ride decreases traffic
(as might be expected) or increases it. In order to attempt to
silence claims from critics that park and ride increases traffic,
the government commissioned a report, which subsequently
came up with a particular figure for average trip length
reduction.

Research undertaken by Graham Parkhurst at University
College, London, established that park and ride systems
generally fall into one of two categories: ‘environmental’ park
and ride (which aims to reduce traffic overall) and ‘economic’
park and ride (which aims to increase city centre access to
maintain its economic potential).

Parkhurst found that crucial areas of the government’s report’s
analysis had been omitted. Instead, he found that park and ride
generally increases traffic, sometimes justified by councils by
describing their systems as ‘economic’ park and ride.

I looked at various aspects of the Cambridge system. Firstly, I
researched its effects on traffic levels. While I was unable to
prove conclusively that traffic was being increased or decreased,
there is little evidence of traffic reduction. Partly this is shown by
the Councils’ continued refusal to remove city centre parking,
meaning that park and ride simply adds to parking capacity and
is hence likely to increase traffic (as there is little restraint).

A second area of my research was the financial aspect of the
system. The costs of building and running the sites comes from
both the government and from city centre parking charges. I
considered it somewhat ironic that a system whose intention is
partly to decrease traffic in the city centre should be so reliant on
money from what it is potentially trying to discourage! I
calculated a subsidy of £1.06 for each return journey undertaken
on the system. Altogether, around £16 million is being used to
provide around 5,000 extra parking spaces.

Because there is such a large subsidy, park and ride is put at an
advantage compared to conventional service buses, e.g. in
terms of service quality. There is some evidence nationally that
this endangers what are often already marginal bus services –
leading to cancellation of services and consequent increases in
social exclusion. Also, people drive to a park and ride site and
use a bus from there, rather than using a bus from the start of
their journey.

The council claims that city centre parking revenue has by law to
be used for parking-based projects, such as park and ride.

However, a recent test case in Oxford indicates that this no
longer has to be the case.

The Council’s view appears to be that the Cambridge park and
ride system is somewhere between environmental and economic
park and ride. My research indicated that it is the latter,
increasing accessibility to the city centre for car users. Whilst it
may be enabling welcome initiatives such as the core scheme,
the latter is not necessarily decreasing traffic (rather, is only
reducing through traffic) and is in any case not uniquely possible
due to park and ride. Park and ride caters for the car driver’s
needs rather than trying to change behaviour.

My conclusion was that, for a considerable amount of money,
Cambridge park and ride is not decreasing traffic levels, and
that such money would be more employed elsewhere in a way
which could decrease car use. In terms of cycling, the
campaign’s proposed ‘supercycleway’, the Chisholm Trail (see
Newsletter 17) is one such idea which could decrease traffic,
having benefits for both car drivers and cyclists, and be
considerably cheaper than park and ride. Additionally, the
current under-provision of city centre cycle parking, for which
there is genuine demand, could be solved with less than 1% of
park and ride spending, for instance.

I believe that Councillors and Council Officers would be wise to
reconsider park and ride policy in Cambridge, on the grounds of
both cost and effectiveness, and indeed the opportunity cost it
represents against other modes of transport.

I have published my dissertation on my website at www.lucas-
smith.co.uk . Please take a look and let me know your
comments on it!

Martin Lucas-Smith
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Road works taking cyclists seriously: in June, work was being
carried out on the bridge over the M11 on Barton Road which

involved digging up the cycle track to get at the bridge supports.
Westbound cyclists would have had difficulty negotiating this
obstruction, being on the wrong side of the road on a dual

carriageway. However, throughout the three weeks, one lane of
the road was coned off to give cyclists a way through. Towards

the end of the works, the contractors even realised that bumping
across the kerb was not ideal and added a wooden ramp. OK,

so it was only at one end, but you can’t have everything!

¶&DPEULGJH SDUN DQG ULGH LV
QRW GHFUHDVLQJ WUDIILF OHYHOV·
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Hardwick is a village on the outskirts of Cambridge about five
miles west of the city centre. It may surprise you that few of the
residents feel confident enough to make that journey to
Cambridge on their bikes. One reason given is the danger of
sharing the roads with fast moving traffic, especially HGVs. This
concern is particularly applicable to the stretch of the A1303
between Madingley roundabout and the M11 junction. Madingley
Hill was made much more hazardous for cyclists a few years
ago when it was widened slightly and the lanes narrowed in
order to provide an additional uphill lane.

Another area of concern is St Neots Road in Hardwick itself.
Historically, this road was the main route to Bedford and St
Neots, but when the bypass was built the speed limit was not
revised. Since that time, many more houses have been built in
Hardwick and the population has increased substantially. St
Neots Road has been downgraded to a ‘C’ class road but, being
8 m wide, dead straight, and completely clear of parked
vehicles, some drivers appear to use it as a drag strip. We must
be one of the last villages in Cambridge to have such a
dangerously high speed limit on such a minor residential road. A
survey carried out by the police at the end of last year revealed
that approximately one in six vehicles using this road were
travelling well in excess of the 60 mph speed limit.

However, things may soon change. As part of Cambridgeshire
County Council’s policy of reducing the speed limits in villages
to either 30 mph or 40 mph, the speed limit on St Neots Road is
going to be reduced to 40 mph. The police have commented
that, without other traffic calming measures, this will have little
effect, and so the council has proposed the addition of

mandatory cycle lanes. This will reduce the width of road
available to motorised traffic and may encourage motorists to
slow down. Unfortunately, the cycle lanes will be rather narrow,

possibly only 1.0 m wide (rather than the recommended 1.5 m)
and I feel that cyclists using them will be rather too close to the
passing traffic. But it’s a move in the right direction.

Many vulnerable cyclists, for example, school children and
newspaper deliverers, already use the footpath beside the road,
and narrow cycle lanes, where the speed limit will still be
relatively high, are unlikely to cater for their needs. It would
make sense, therefore, to make the existing footpath shared-
use.

Other traffic calming measures may be added and we hope the
HCC will be consulted about these in due course.

The other major news is that, partly as a result of our
campaigning, the Hardwick–Coton Cycleway is going to be
added to the county’s works programme and is likely to be built
in 2002–3 (at least that is what we have been told). Consultation
should take place during the next 6–12 months. Judging by the
debate that this issue has already caused within the HCC, we
are in for a busy time!

Paul McMahon

$SRORJ\
Sorry, Hardwick Cycling Campaign. Newsletter 30 quoted text
from County Council minutes. Unfortunately, this text
misrepresented their petition. What we should have said is that
HCC wishes ‘to address the safety issues of cycling from
Hardwick by pressing for improved cycle provision, such as a
cycle lane, reduced speed limits or a dedicated cycle path.’
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Members of Hardwick Cycling Campaign
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Already the Cambridge Festival
of Cycling seems a distant – but
sunny – memory. It was a
packed week of events that we
organised in partnership with the
local CTC. Welcome funding
from the City and County
Councils, and support from
Sustrans, enabled us to produce
the highest quality and greatest
quantity of publicity in all our five
years of organising such events.
Here’s a look back at a few of
the week’s activities.

'U %LNH
17 June was a warm and sunny
day, a perfect start to the
Cambridge Festival of Cycling.
We set up a corral of scaffolding
in the street between River
Island clothing store and the
Guildhall. Three ‘bike doctors’
and as many helpers checked
over bikes. We got all kinds of
bicycle, from ancient three-
speeds, to brand new full suspension mountain bikes. Each bike
was treated to a thorough inspection, and the owner was made
aware of any problems. Although we are not allowed to make
any repairs we did do a few minor things, like oiling chains and
pumping up tyres. The owners went away satisfied, having a
better idea of the state of health of their bikes.

We got a steady stream of customers, often having a couple of
people in the queue. When we went away at the end of the day,
we were tired, but felt we’d performed a useful service.

/LEUDU\ H[KLELWLRQ

We used the small exhibition area on the first floor of the Central
Library for the week. The heart of the exhibit was the collection
of photos by William Claydon, better known as Donnex, a
90-year old CTC regular who has taken photos of cycling for
most of his adult life. These photos gave us a glimpse of cycling
in the 1930s, when all the young men rode bikes with drop bars,
wore woollen shorts, and there wasn’t a helmet to be seen.

In addition to this, we displayed information about
the Cambridge Cycling Campaign (newsletters
and a description of what we do), the CTC
(including the CTC magazine), and Sustrans
(including maps of the National Cycle Network).
We also had display cases filled with cycling
books and magazines, our Golden Bell and
Chocolate Chain awards, and some cycling
paraphernalia.

The exhibit seemed to go down well with those
who visited it. We don’t know how many people
looked at it, but whenever we stopped by,
someone was perusing the photos.

&\FOLVWV· %UHDNIDVW
The Cyclists’ Breakfast this year had to be held on
a Tuesday instead of the traditional Wednesday,
perhaps confusing some who were planning to
show up the following day. Hobbs Pavilion on
Parker’s Piece hosted the event as before. The
owners, Stephen, Susan and Polly Hill, have sold
the restaurant, and this year’s breakfast was their
final event there. There are many Cycling
Campaign members saddened by this news.

The weather
co-operated, giving us
a warm, occasionally
sunny morning. As
usual, lots of cyclists
turned up to enjoy the
food, while others
cycled on past,
probably wondering
what the do was. We
ate rolls and
croissants, cheese,
jam and salami, and
drank juice, tea, and
coffee and filled out
some questionnaires
on cycling in
Cambridge.

��� �	� �� � ���! �� ��� ��� ���� �����
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Wyn Hughes cycled all the way from St
Neots for his breakfast before work at

Cambridgeshire County Council

Dr Bike
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Sustrans’ National Cycle Network won’t reach this area for a few
years yet, but on the Wednesday we had a go at ‘breaking the
ground’ by cycling towards Cambridge from four directions. I
(Rachel) joined the ride from Bury St Edmunds to Cambridge.
The weather was kind to us, not too windy or too warm, and the

pace was
comfortable,
even for the
relatively
inexperienced
participants like
me. At
Newmarket we
were given a
reception in the
Tourist
Information
Centre – two
enormous
platters of
sandwiches and
some chocolate
marble cake to
match. Later on
at Anglesey
Abbey, cream
tea was the order
of the day. The
majority of the
route was on
quiet, pleasant
roads which
gave us plenty of

good views to admire. Sadly, after such an enjoyable day, the
end of the Ride was rather disorganised (through no fault of
Sustrans), although we did have a brass band to welcome us at
Midsummer Common.

&\FOLQJ LQ &DPEULGJH� SDVW�
SUHVHQW DQG IXWXUH
Three fascinating talks given at Anglia Polytechnic University
showed us that, ultimately, nothing is new in Cambridge. Mike
Petty’s pictures from the Cambridgeshire Collection returned us

to the past – to the days when cycle parking provision was just a
kerb: one picture of Sydney Street showed the road almost
completely fenced off from the pavement by bicycles. There was
also a story about gangs of thieves taking stolen bikes on the
train to London in 1910.

Paul Rosen described the research he is conducting into the
requirements of the commuting cyclist. Although the research is
not yet conclusive, there are number of provisional findings.
These include the suggestion that the health benefits of cycling
are the main motivator for the vast majority of commuter
cyclists. He also finds that users of bicycles for commuting are
rarely just cyclists – their sense of identity defies the notion that
cyclists are hostile to car drivers – on the contrary, cyclists often
ally themselves with car drivers against what they see as
irresponsible cycling.

Finally cartoonist Brick (John Stuart Clarke) gave us a
battle-hardened, almost cynical view of what we can look
forward to (in terms of cycle provision) in the future. His forecast
was rather gloomy, but on the other hand he was generally
surprised about the level of commuter cycling in Cambridge.
When he suggested that we charge the relevant authorities for
providing consultation on behalf of cyclists on proposed road
junction alterations there was a general murmur of approval
around the room!

$ZDUGV
We awarded three Golden Bell awards for positive measures for:

z Keeping the Downing Street contraflow cycle lane clear
(Cambridge City Council Planning Department) – for

1HZV

All the pictures on this page are of the Longest Ride

The three worst things in a small boat are an umbrella, a bicycle
or a naval officer

The Mayor of Ely on the Longest Ride
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z WAGN railway – for discouraging cycling by banning cycles
on peak-hour trains into Cambridge instead of providing
safe carriage for bikes, and also for the supply of misleading
and contradictory information to cyclists affected by the ban.

z Maid’s Causeway (Cambridgeshire County Council) – for
doing absolutely nothing to reduce the conflict between
cyclists and motor vehicles at the existing buildouts on this

road, for creating conflict by narrowing the carriageway and
introducing new central islands, and for putting in short
lengths of pointless cycle lanes that not only encourage
cyclists to ride in the wrong position on the road, but invite
them to ride into the back of a row of parked vehicles.

z Hobson Street contraflow cycle route (Cambridgeshire
County Council) – for doing nothing to reduce the problems
caused on this street by width restrictions and parked
vehicles, leaving southbound cyclists on this vital cycle
route vulnerable to oncoming traffic.

&\FOHWKRQ
The Cyclethon was almost the last event in the Festival and, as
a new event, the one we were perhaps least prepared for. The
idea was to get as many people cycling as possible, without
organising a grand ride. So we invited schools and groups
around Cambridge to organise their own rides to the event. Each
would start from their own part of the city.

To encourage people to come we laid on three attractions at the
destination: a Dr Bike event provided by Ben Hayward’s cycles;
secure bicycle marking by the police; and entertainment from

effective enforcement, by ensuring that the cycle lane is kept
free of delivery vehicles after 7:30 am in front of the Rat and
Parrot pub. The problems caused by parked vehicles were a
theme in many of the nominations, and this award
recognises the efforts of one organisation to reduce the
scale of the problem.

z The developers of the entrance to Cambridge Retail Park,
Newmarket Road (Cambridge City Council Engineering
Services, Mowlem and May Gurney) – for ensuring the
safety of cyclists when the road was narrowed, by laying
temporary sleepers.

z Grange Road traffic calming (Cambridgeshire County
Council) – for listening to the concerns of cyclists in the
recently revised traffic-calming proposals.

Chocolate Chain awards for the not-so-good were awarded to:

1HZV

Simon's distinctive bicycle

As much use as a chocolate chain: Maid’s Causeway is
becoming less and less cycle-friendly
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Cambridge Community Circus. The
venue was a corner of Midsummer
Common left vacant by the
sprawling Midsummer Fair. On the
day, we had very little idea of how
many riders would turn up. We
guessed anywhere between 20 and
200 and, of course, it would
depend on the weather. The
promised marquee wasn’t there
but, thanks to the initiative of the
Ben Hayward’s crew, we built a
table out of galvanised barriers.
These also made a good cycle
parking corral. The police were
next on the scene and bicycles
were soon being marked with UV
pens by PC Anil Soni. Then a large
party of riders from Newnham
Croft School arrived and, at last, it
felt like we had an event. The rest
of the Dr Bike team from Ben
Hayward’s Cycles swooped quickly
on the arriving bicycles. Suddenly
all our fears about a successful
event disappeared.

The recumbent bikes were an
ample source of entertainment for
the children taking turns to go
round and round the event. John
from near Ely had brought along
what I have termed a ‘wobble bike’.
It had an extra ‘headset’ or hinge
just in front of the seat. This made
it very practical for packing the
bike away as it folded into a
Z-shape, but riding was a bit of a
challenge! The bike felt very
unstable at first but, due to the

clever design, the rider could swing
the front wheel to one side and ride
it leaning over. This was more
stable than trying to keep the bike
straight. I would need a degree in
English to be able to explain in text
how the bike worked, but I hope the
picture will help. Eventually, a few
jugglers and unicyclists turned up to
provide some entertainment.
Needless to say, the biggest source
of entertainment was undoubtedly
the inverse bungee jump next door
to us, part of Midsummer Fair itself!
All in all, we had jolly good fun on
the day.

,Q VXPPDU\«
We provided virtually everything for
the cyclist during the Cambridge
Festival of Cycling: history, safety,
tourism, trailblazing, discussion,
debate, fun, entertainment, and
activities for children. We haven’t
had any commercial involvement so
far, or much in the way of
fund-raising. These remain
possibilities for future National Bike
Weeks in Cambridge.

Rachel Coleman, Myra Van
Inwegen,

Clare Macrae and Simon Nuttall

1HZV

Above: Newnham Croft school at the Cyclethon.

Below: the wobble bike, with more steering than you need.
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We asked Maree Richards, of the Road
Safety Department, Cambridgeshire
County Council, about language school
students and their conspicuous hired
bikes.

More than 20,000 foreign language
students come to Cambridge each year.
There are 29 registered language
schools and many more that set up
during the summer; some we get to
know about because they are good and
tend to contact us, but some others are not so good!

Over the years we have done various things to get the road
safety message across to their students.

We have made a couple of videos on cycling, one in-house and
one made professionally. We have also tried cycle training,
giving a very basic cycle course which lasted about two hours.
This included keeping left, looking over the right shoulder,
turning left, turning right, overtaking parked vehicles and using
roundabouts. This was a joint venture with the Cambridge
Evening News who sponsored the materials we used. Like the
Cambridge Cycling Campaign and the Evening News, we
receive lots of calls from members of the public which led us to
try this high profile campaign. In theory it all sounded great but,
in practice, it proved difficult for a number of reasons, including:

z the language schools didn’t make this cycle training
compulsory, so students didn’t come forward;

z despite expressing a keen interest and recognising the value
of cycle training, the language schools were not prepared to
make a commitment.

More practically, there are so many students arriving for one
week at a time, that the investment of time for the training was
difficult for them. With this in mind we suggested that only those
students who were coming for longer periods of time should be
encouraged to do the training. In the end, a few language
schools (and only a handful of students) took part.

Most of the language schools still show the rather
dated video but use it as a discussion point about
cycling in Cambridge.

This year we are sending out posters and road
safety messages for the teachers to give at the
start of each class, hoping they will co-operate.

I was recently at a seminar with the language
schools; we are hoping to set up a forum of
interested people organised by the police Crime
Prevention Unit (language students are,

unfortunately, targets for crime). This forum will include people
from the City Council, language school principals, the Fire
Service and the Road Safety section. We hope to work together
to create a safer and more friendly environment for the students
and the residents of Cambridge.

Language students do not feature highly in our casualty
statistics, so they cannot be our highest priority.

If the language schools can help fund it, we may be able to
produce a new video. The Trading Standards and Road Safety
departments of the County Council are working together to find
ways to make sure cycle hire shops are being responsible when
handing over bicycles to language students.

I will also be giving language schools information on adult cycle
training in Cambridge.

Maree Richards

+LUH ELNH VWDQGDUGV
Following concerns last year about the standard of hire bike
safety and maintenance, Cambridgeshire County Council’s
Trading Standards department has been consulting on a
voluntary code of practice for cycle hire companies. The first
draft of the code was amended as a result of feedback from
cycle hire shops. We also commented on the draft late in June,
and this is likely to be followed by a meeting of a number of
interested organisations during July.

Clare Macrae

"����� 	� ������
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At farmers’ markets food is sold by the farmer directly to the
public close to where it was grown or produced. Cycling
Campaign members participated in a survey last year as part of
a study into the long term feasibility of farmers’ markets in the
region. The study found evidence to support the many benefits
claimed for farmers’ markets:

z reduced ‘food miles’, support of local food economies, and
reduction of the effects of long-distance food transport
including traffic pollution and food packaging;

z increased communication and understanding between
farmers and consumers;

z revitalised town centres and increased custom for other
town centre retailers;

z lower costs for better quality food for consumers;

z support for environmentally friendly farming practices and
higher margins for small farmers.

Farmers’ markets are a good place to buy environmentally
friendly food, with a high proportion of producers already

registered as organic or ‘in conversion’ to organic. Over three
quarters of producers also said that their customers asked about
how the food was produced. First-hand information on how to
cook the food is also available from the people that produce it
and eat it themselves.

The most important motivations to shop at farmers’ markets are
that they support local farmers and growers and that organic
produce is available. Other reasons to support farmers’ markets
which are high on people’s lists of priorities are that the produce
is freshly harvested or made, that buying local saves on fuel
costs, and support for local business and the local economy.

The main recommendation is to involve more people in ensuring
the future of the Cambridge Farmers’ Market – every Sunday
from 10.30 am – through a steering group.

Farmers’ markets for Cambridge and East Cambridgeshire: a
feasibility study – Rosemary Hoskins, East Anglia Food Link.
The study was made possible by grant aid from Cambridge
Sustainable City, the Countryside Agency and East
Cambridgeshire District Council.
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Use your DIY wire hook to fish out the
chain. Wipe the excess liquid off the

clean chain with a rag. Laying the chain
on newspaper also helps to dry it. If you
rinsed it in water, disperse the moisture

with a water-dispersant spray such as
WD-40.

For a chain
thickly

encrusted with
grime, nothing
beats soaking

it in a tub of
cleaner. I use paraffin because it’s cheap and

easy to find. An old toothbrush is the best
thing to scrub the dirt off. Another approach
(shown here), which is best suited to chains

that are regularly cleaned, is the old ‘washing
machine’ trick. First, put the chain inside a

plastic bottle one third full of cleaner.

Now the chain is ready for
lubrication. The challenge is to
lubricate the internal parts: that’s
where the chain wears most.
Modern spray lubricants are best
applied liberally while the chain is
laid flat on the newspaper.
Conventional liquid lubricants like
oil are best applied by immersion
(shown here). Lower the clean
chain into the lubricant, and leave
it there at least until no more

small bubbles float to the surface. My favourite lubricant is plain
20W/50 engine oil, cheap and very effective. Finally, by
positioning the tub beneath a suitable nail, hang the chain up on
the nail so that the excess lubricant drips back into the tub.

Leave the chain to drip-dry for a few hours (ideally overnight)
before wiping it and refitting it to the bike. While you’re waiting,
why not give your chainrings and gear cluster a clean-up too?

David Green

Second, put the lid on and shake
vigorously for about a minute. Just
in case, keep a thumb on the lid!
Third, empty the cleaner into another
container. You can reuse it if you
allow the muck to settle. Some of
the modern environmentally-friendly
cleaners need rinsing in water. If you
used one of these, half-fill the bottle
with fresh water, fit the top and
shake to rinse the chain before
draining.

Although some people on bikes seem to believe that an
orange-coloured chain is normal, most Campaign members
understand that they ought to look after their chain. Not only
does this make pedalling easier, but a neglected chain quickly
wears out your expensive chainrings and gear clusters, sending
replacement costs rocketing. So, what should you be doing?

Before every ride, have a quick look at the chain. If it looks at all
‘dry’ or worse, you can apply some lubricant by turning the
pedals slowly backwards. However, thorough cleaning and
lubrication is best done by periodically removing the chain,
something described in most books on bike maintenance. In this
article, I’ll describe my rather traditional approach to getting a
chain really clean while it’s off the bike.

A helpful DIY tool
you can make to
assist removing
and replacing
chains on
derailleur-
equipped bikes is
a simple S-shaped
hook fashioned
out of an old wire
coat hanger.

Use this tool to hold the
derailleur cage forward so that
the chain is slack. This makes
using a chain-tool much easier!

%���� ���� ������& '()
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z Equipping the bike to carry loads

z Using smaller, local shops

z Home delivery

More frequent shopping has the advantage of providing fresher
foods, but it is an inefficient use of time.

A trailer greatly increases the carrying capacity of a bike.
Trailers are fairly expensive compared to the cost of the bike,
but this is trivial compared with the costs of running a car. It
makes a rather firm, visible statement about the user, and
requires confident handling in traffic.

For many, panniers are the usual answer. Personally I find them
too small. When not using a trailer, I use a folding crate
strapped to the carrier with bungees, but the higher centre of
gravity does mean that the bike is harder to handle. Carrier bags
dangling from handlebars is a common sight, but definitely
affect handling. Heavy backpacks are not likely to do much for
your back.

In some areas of town, local shops are an easy solution but,
elsewhere, lack of choice is a common problem. I am lucky to
have an excellent greengrocers near me, so most fruit and
vegetable shopping gets done there.

Home delivery is a recent phenomenon. OK, so it is not
shopping by bike, but it is perhaps a means of running one’s life
without the need for a car. While Tesco and Iceland have had a
lot of publicity for their home delivery groceries, small scale Box
Scheme deliveries are a less well known way of providing a
selection of organic vegetables at the door.

So, over to you. Do you shop by bike. If not, why not? And if so,
how do you work it out? Does having children make a
difference? And, like me, do you end up with a garage full of
things to be recycled?

David Earl

Do you use your bike to do your general grocery shopping? We
would like to hear about your experiences, your problems and
your solutions. We will produce a montage of responses in a
future newsletter.

Food shopping has, increasingly, become a car-based activity.
Work is underway
on two new
superstores in
Cambridge, one in
Trumpington and
another on the
former gas works
site between
Newmarket Road
and the river. Both
will have large car
parks. There are
suggestions of
another whopper at
the new village of
Cambourne, the
Beehive Centre
supermarket is being
rebuilt, and we
already have
Sainsbury’s at
Coldham’s Lane and
Tesco at Bar Hill,
Milton and Fulbourn.

Will the continuing
proliferation of large
superstores produce
more car journeys?
The shift from small

grocery shops and supermarkets to out-of-town superstores had
a fundamental impact on car travel, but it could be argued that
from now on, more stores mean shorter journeys. Waitrose
makes this point about its Trumpington development as there
are no large stores on the western side of the city.

Local shops have changed in the face of supermarket
competition and now provide the basics people have forgotten or
run out of. But many people even drive round the corner to buy
a pint of milk.

Significant numbers of people do their shopping without a car.
Yet, even if the absolute numbers are quite high, I suspect that
the average spend of non-car shoppers is generally lower, and
their presence less obvious, so large supermarkets are unlikely
to pay more than lip-service to them. While most stores now
have cycle parking (indeed, the City Council would rightly insist
on this), does Tesco at Milton, for example, still have no bike
racks as was the case last time I went there?

Few people with a choice would use a bus to shop for heavy
groceries. Bus there and taxi back may be a viable solution, but
is hardly ideal in reducing journeys as it involves a bus journey
and a two-way car journey. It is not easy to carry materials for
recycling that way either. But if it means someone can avoid
having a car altogether, then it has environmental merit.

Shopping by bike is something that lots of us already do, yet
others find really difficult. Solutions fall into four main
categories:

z More frequent shopping

* ������ ��	���� �� ����
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The old gas holders off Newmarket
Road, a familiar feature on the skyline for
many years, being demolished to make

way for Tesco
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Square, are colour coded and will take you from the city centre
onto open countryside in just a few minutes. Even if you are not
cycling, you can still join in the entertainments throughout the
day in the city centre.

For wheely good fun, why not get six people together and put in
a team for the Cycling Crossword Competition? You’ll pick up
the first clue at Cathedral Square and collect the rest along the
way. (Pre-registration through PECT is essential.)

Terry Wright Cycles have kindly donated prize bikes for the
lucky winners of the Family Treasure Hunt. Don’t miss out –
make sure you pick up your entry form at the start!

Special commemorative T-shirts, colour co-ordinated to match
the routes, are also available and will help you remember which
signs to follow.

So, dust down your bike, get in training and help us get the party
rolling for the celebration of the millennium!

All rides are free. An advance information pack is available for
£6. This contains full ride details, a pre-launch copy of the new
Green Wheel map, vouchers and free gifts. Call PECT on�
(01733) 760890.

Sarah Palmer

Come and join us on Sunday September 3 for RIDE THE
WHEEL 2000 – a whole day of rides and festivities to celebrate
the grand opening of the Peterborough Millennium Green Wheel.

There are routes of 5 to 100 miles, so you can take part
whatever your age or fitness. All the rides start at Cathedral

1HZV
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CamBUC – the Cambridge Area Bus Campaign – now has a
web site: www.cambuc.org.uk.

Local CTC members have published the Cambridge
Millennium Bike Ride. It provides a circular tour through
villages around the city, using quiet country roads.
www.cam.net.uk/home/irving/ctcmille.html

Cambridge City Council has launched a very informative web
site for the Sustainable City initiative: www.sustainablecity.net.

The Shell Better Britain Campaign supports groups taking
action for sustainable development in their own communities. To
quote them:

UK road users pay £16bn every year in tax… However,
environmental organisations point out that the
environmental, health and social costs of road traffic
amount to £50bn a year. The costs of car use include, for
example, greenhouse gas emissions.

Shell, of course, is not an anti-car institution. www.sbbc.co.uk/
resources/is.htm

Clare Macrae

The Campaign’s own web site www.ccdc.cam.ac/camcycle is
shortly to undergo a transformation of structure and content with
a small amount of redesign to give it a more consistent image.

The site was started five years ago when the campaign was
launched but it has now become unwieldy, and information can
be difficult to find. We will restructure it, keep the information
already stored, and add some new sections. The new site
should be ready by October. If you have any comments or
suggestions for the site, please contact me.

Martin Lucas-Smith� martin@lucas-smith.co.uk

#�
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Cambridge’s Adult Cycle Training scheme is in urgent need of
more Cycle Trainers. The scheme is designed to help those
people who want to cycle but feel they lack certain skills, by
boosting their confidence and experience, enabling them to cycle
confidently on the roads. A recent publicity push has had a
dramatic effect on the number of people interested in taking up
the challenge of cycling. With the levels of interest rising so
quickly, the current number of trainers cannot cope with
demand. In particular, it seems that it is female cyclists who are
interested in the training, and many request a trainer of the same
sex.

It seems that much of the generated interest is coming from
women who want to cycle but need a confidence boost to enable
them to feel safer on the roads. They feel that experience
through the cycle training will give them the required confidence.
At the moment, the trend seems to be women wanting to be
trained by women.

The Adult Cycle Training Scheme is looking for experienced and
committed female cyclists who could take on an hour or two of
training per week, but if there are any interested male cyclists,
please do get in contact as new trainers are always needed.
Cycle Trainers receive training before commencing cycle training
with members of the general public. The current remuneration
for Cycle Trainers is £9 per hour. Please call me for further
information.

Sarah Goretzki� (01223) 712455

Sarah Goretzki is responsible for Adult Cycle Training in
Cambridge’s ground breaking Cycle Friendly Employers scheme.
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By the time you read this, the Government will have published
its ten year plan for transport. Sustainable transport
campaigners across the country fear that it will make clear the
extent to which the Government is back-tracking on its original
transport objectives. Public transport may well get a boost, but
all the predictions are that road schemes will also be
resurrected, with huge sums being spent on the big capital
schemes loved by car and oil companies, construction firms and
the old school of highway engineers.

And cycling will barely get a mention.

Already we have seen the dismal signs. The Government’s
response to a singular lack of progress towards the National
Cycling Strategy target of doubling cycling by 2002 has been to
drop the target – how easy!

The recent speed and road safety reviews have been extremely
timid. Local measures which could have made a huge difference
to people’s cycling and walking confidence are no further
forward, and it seems unlikely that the ten year plan will make
significant provision for traffic calming, home zones, or safe
routes to school. In the words of a recent Slower Speeds
Initiative briefing:

Cycling is given puny resources, resulting in a rash of
bizarre punctuations on the road network or unwelcome
intrusions into pedestrian space.

Sadly, policy seems more concerned with not upsetting the
voting motorist than with making any real progress towards the
ideals spelled out in the White Paper of only two years ago. The

rise in oil prices and tax on petrol has had only a small effect on
the total cost of running a car, yet the calumny thrown at the
Government over this seems likely to stifle attempts to address
environmental concerns, and to sway an already wobbling
policy.

In a recent speech Tony Blair distinguished between ‘froth’ and
‘real’. I rather think that for the Government, local transport in
general, and cycling in particular, is ‘froth’ and that big business

and big money are the ‘real’ in transport decision-making.
Maybe in the next issue I will be able to report a pleasant
surprise in the ten year plan – but do not hold your breath.

David Earl
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There I was, cycling into work minding my own business, when I
spotted a policeman on a bike, in a side road waiting to join the
traffic stream. And there, a couple of hundred yards further on,
was a huge articulated lorry parked in the cycle lane. So, as it
moved off, I took its details and waited for the bobby to arrive.

‘Did you see that?’ I asked.

‘Yes,’ he said with a grin. ‘I’d given him two minutes to unload,
and I wanted to make sure he didn’t outstay his welcome.’

Naturally I told him how impressed I was, as someone very
concerned with the problem of parking in cycle lanes. ‘Ah,’ he
replied, ‘You wouldn’t be Dr de Lacey, would you?’

Well it’s not exactly how I’d envisaged my five minutes of fame
but it’s something. Though it is a little sad that there are not
more reports of infringements of cycle lanes, it’s good to know
that the Campaign postcard campaign is having an impact. We
chatted for quite a while and, among other things, he
commented on the postcards. Because they are not
countersigned witness statements, the police have to start any
proceedings by arranging to meet and interview the

complainant. He told me that they were arranging to send me
special forms which I could use to avoid this costly step.

A week or so later, a large sheaf of forms arrived. Compared to
the postcards, they are a bit big and intimidating, and they came
with the usual set of official instructions, such as ‘Where it says
Enter your name you should enter your name.’ They ask much
more detail than would go on the postcard, and you sign it twice.
The second signature needs to be witnessed.

The big minus point is that there is no place to give details of a
corroborating witness. This means that unless you can persuade
a passer-by to accept the responsibility of filling in another of
these forms, the police might be unable to take action. So, on
the four forms I have submitted so far, I have added the contact
details of another witness. As I haven’t yet had a response I
cannot say what difference this makes to police action.

Final proof of fame came the Sunday after when I met my Youth
Club. They were all agog with excitement and a big question.
‘Did he get you for speeding?’

Douglas de Lacey
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Tue 1 7.30 pm Open meeting, Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane, at the Park Street junction. (Tea and coffee, a chance
to chat, and for us to introduce ourselves to new members for the first half-hour. The meeting itself starts at
8 pm.)

Sun 6 1.30 pm Leisurely ride. Meet at the station to catch the 13:34
train to Audley End, then cycle back to Cambridge via
Chrishall Grange, Fowlmere, Barrington. Tea at Barton
if we arrive in time, but bring a drink and a snack.

Mon 7 7.30 pm Bikes on Trains meeting, Friends’ Meeting House,
Jesus Lane. We’ll discuss the Campaign’s policy for
bikes on trains, and our message for the Shadow
Strategic Rail Authority. See Bikes and trains news

Sun 13 2 pm Leisurely ride. Meet at Brookside, near Lensfield
Road. A countryside ride at a gentle pace. Includes a
tea shop or café stop. We are usually back in
Cambridge by 6 pm.. Don’t be confused by the longer
CTC afternoon ride, which sets off at the same time

Tue 15 8.30 am Newsletter 31 review and Newsletter 32 planning – see below

Mon 21 7 pm Join us for a social gathering at CB2 café 5–7 Norfolk Street

26–28 Mildenhall Cycling Rally, the largest event of its kind promoted in the UK by a single cycling club. For
information, see www.mrally.freeserve.co.uk � mandy.cook@ntlworld.com, or write to Vera Staines. 7
Jellicoe Place, Thetford, Norfolk. IP24 2JU

Sun 27 2 pm Leisurely Ride. Meet at Brookside, near Lensfield Road. See 13 August for description

Thur 31 7.30 pm Cycle Parking subgroup meeting, 3 Bentinck Street

6HSWHPEHU
Sun 3 Ride the Wheel 2000 – see Grand opening of the Green Wheel. Contact Peterborough Environment City

Trust, High Street, Fletton, Peterborough, PE2 8DT. (01733) 760890

Sun 3 2 pm Leisurely Ride. See Hinxton Mill Ride box for details.

Tue 5 7.30 pm Open meeting, Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane. See 1 August
for description

Sat 9 Newsletter 32 deadline. Please send copy to Mark Irving

Sun 10 2 pm Leisurely Ride. Meet at Brookside, near Lensfield Road. See 13
August for description

Mon 18 7 pm Join us for a social gathering at CB2 café 5–7 Norfolk Street

Sun 24 2 pm Leisurely Ride. Meet at Brookside, near Lensfield Road. See 11 June
for description

Fri 22 European Car-Free Day. Co-ordinated by the ETA – for information,
see http://www.eta.co.uk/ and http://www.22september.org/

Wed 27 7.30 pm Newsletter Stuffing at a new location - see Stuffing

2FWREHU
Tue 7.30 pm Open meeting, Friends’ Meeting House, Jesus Lane. See 1 August for description

Sat 7 9 am Police cycle auction, Parkside police station. Viewing starts at 9.00 am � (01354) 688197

Sun 2 pm Leisurely Ride. Meet at Brookside, near Lensfield Road. See 11 June for description

Sun 29 2 am British Summer Time ends. Clocks should be put back to 1 am – don’t forget your bike lights!

&DPSDLJQLQJ
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On Sunday 3 September we’re
running an extra ride to see
Hinxton’s working water mill in
picturesque surroundings, and
for tea and cakes in the barn.
There’s a £1 entry fee (but it’s
free for members of the
Cambridge Preservation
Society). Start at 2.00 pm from
Brookside (Lensfield Road end),
and cycle via Little Shelford,
Whittlesford, Duxford, and
Hinxton.

&&& DW &%�
Would you like to meet other Campaign
members for a chat? Then come along to one
of our monthly social gatherings. These will
now be held at a new venue, the CB2 café in
Norfolk Street, where you can have anything
from just coffee to a full meal. The food is good
and reasonably priced, with plenty of vegetarian
choices. So, from 7 pm on Monday 21 August
and Monday 18 September, you’ll find
Campaign members at CB2, 5–7 Norfolk Street
(off East Road). Hope to see you there.

6WXIILQJ
One of the more entertaining tasks of producing this publication is the regular ‘stuffing’ of envelopes. A handful of us spend an hour
or two putting newsletters into envelopes, over tea and coffee. As the exercise has grown, we’ve decided to move it to a bigger and
more central venue: the Baby Milk Action offices, at 23 St Andrews Street (between the Robert Sayle main and computer shop
entrances – above Jacobs Outfitters). If you can spare an hour or so, from 7.30 pm on Wednesday 27 September, and would like
an easy way to help the Campaign, we’d be very pleased to see you.

(Actually, the most entertaining part of all is the review meeting – Tuesday 15 August – where a few of us meet at 8.30 in Tatties for
breakfast, pick apart the previous newsletter, and start planning the next one. Again, contributions are most welcome.)
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Cambridgeshire County Council has announced a programme of
carriageway resurfacing in Cambridge. The roads to be
resurfaced include many that we have complained about over
the past year or two, most notably Hills Road, where the cycle
lanes south of Cherry Hinton Road are to be resurfaced, and
Regent Terrace. Other roads to benefit from a new surface
include Lensfield Road, Newmarket Road (between Barnwell
Road and Meadowlands Road) and Cherry Hinton High Street.
Work started in early July and is expected to take about six
weeks. Queries to Terry Radford.

This short traffic-free link is now open between Rustat Road
and the Clifton Road Industrial Estate – home of the Junction
and the Royal Mail sorting office, amongst other things. This
allows cyclists to get from the Mill Road area, and the cycle
bridge, to Clifton Road without having to take the long way
round via Cherry Hinton Road. It has been provided as part of a
new residential development by the Cambridge Water Company.
We can take some credit for this – we objected to the original
plans because they did not include a link.

Six new cycle parking stands have been installed near
Sainsbury’s in Sidney Street, and four in front of Mandela
House in Regent Street. Meanwhile, outside Boots in Sidney
Street, some benches have been installed to prevent lorries from
blocking the pavement. Pity some extra cycle parking wasn’t
provided as well.

After a slight hiccup, Councillors have now agreed to go ahead
with the changes in Milton High Street which we have reported
in the past. These include some mild traffic calming in the area
by the shops, a northbound cycle lane over much of the length

of the road through Milton, and a reconstructed pavement for
dual use southbound. The traffic islands will be removed.

2WKHU QHZV
Expect to see major disruption in Bridge Street and Magdalene
Street for over a year. Three months of work by Transco on
replacing a gas main will be immediately followed by nearly a
year of construction work implementing the County Council’s
‘streetscape improvement scheme’. This will eventually provide
two-way traffic through the bollards, a priority one-way system in
the narrow section of Magdalene Street (see Newsletter 22), and
some attractive but possibly bumpy road surfaces. Here are the
main changes that affect cyclists during the construction period.

9 July to 3 August 2000
Magdalene Street closed to all traffic – including bikes – at all
times

6 August to 28 September 2000
Magdalene Street – possible road closures at weekends

9 October to 1 December 2000
Bridge Street – (Round Church Street – Thompson’s Lane) –
possible road closures at weekends

8 January to 18 May 2001
Bridge Street – (Thompson’s Lane – river bridge) – possible
road closures at weekends

A leaflet describing the changes can be obtained from the
County Council � 0800 243916. Queries to Sue Hewitt.

&RQWDFWV
Terry Radford, Highway Maintenance Manager, Cambridge City
Council. � (01223) 458260.

Sue Hewitt, Pedestrian Zone Manager. � (01223) 712428.
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Are these stands outside Mandela House properly secure?

Hills Road: these cycle lanes certainly need resurfacing
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